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Performance characteristics
LE-Monitor for SAP®-Systems /
LE-Online portal
… or 10 reasons to decide for the LE-Monitor !

Easy request of supplier declarations
from SAP® standard functions
The assumption of supplier declaration
data takes place automatically either from
the SAP® standard (LEAN) or via a function
module in the specially developed LE
monitor and subsequent, also automated
transfer to the LE portal. The supplier
declarations are collected and managed at
a central point of their SAP® system with
all necessary status information. Via LE
customizing, the source can be stored to
determine the supplier contact address
(for example, your own role as acontact
person for LE persons responsible). With
the help of SAP® text modules, the
supplier text for the LE request and
reminder can be defined directly in the
SAP® system and integrated into the
supplier's email.
The supplier is then directly requested to
submit a supplier declaration by mail with
a single working link for portal access.

Flexible and transparent
management of supplier
declarations
Using the LE monitor, the individual
supplier declarations can be managed
clearly in SAP®. Based on the different
statuses, the user can quickly assess the
situation and decide how to proceed
with the corresponding explanation.
Various icons in the monitor can also be
used to open detailed views with
further information (for example,
preference zones) about the
explanations.

Bidirectional interfaces for
connection of LLE online portal
The LE monitor in the SAP® system is
connected to the clear web interface of
the LE portal through the Universal
Connector. Thus, the automated and
secure exchange of supplier
declarations can be optimally ensured.
The technical news monitoring can take
place directly from the SAP® system by
the department.
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Increased process reliability and time
Document linking and archiving
savings through web-based technology
PDF files are cached when collecting
The fully automated process between the
from the portal. The data is then written
SAP® standard, LEMO as well as the web
into the archive system during the
portal ensures a seamless and audittransfer to the SAP® standard. By
compliant interaction of the applications
clicking on a respective icon, the
with the monitor as a switching point. By
document from the archive system can
using scheduled batch jobs, the process
be displayed in the monitor.
can be carried out and documented with
minimal user effort. In addition, the
supplier saves time when filling out
predefined web masks. The background
Search function on the portal
process for reporting back to the SAP®
With the help of the implemented fullstandard for incoming supplier
text search, suppliers can find e.g.
declarations reduces the workload for the corresponding tariff numbers easily and
department considerably.
conveniently in order to optimally save
Clear monitoring with traffic light
functions and status tracking
The current version of the LE Monitor also
implemented a traffic light function for
quick and easy monitoring of supplier
declarations through categorization. The
different symbols allow easy assignment
to the corresponding status.

Automated dunning
In addition to the fully automated process
of requesting and confirming supplier
declaration data, dunning is also carried
out conveniently and easily. Scheduled
jobs can also be used to parameterize and
configure the application. You can define
individual time intervals and the number
of repetitions.

time when submitting the supplier's
declaration.

Manual upload and change function
There is also an upload function for
supplier declarations or other
documents that are not done
automatically. Furthermore, it is
possible to send a change or inquiry
request to the portal with the help of
the REJECT command, if you still have
change requests for the supplier.

Technological basis for supplier
processes and more
Our solution gives you the technical
basis to implement other supplier
processes quickly and easily.
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